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A s president of the Civil Aviation Medical
f-\n (CAMA), I suggest that when
•JL* JLive pause to give thanks for our blessings
as we bring in a New Year, we also remember that
CAMA will celebrate its 50th year of service to
aviation medicine and the flying public.
The association was started in 1955, the same
year Disneyland, a steel-and concrete "NeverNever Land" for youngsters, came to life in
Anaheim, Calif. The super amusement park cost
some $17 million. Disney's real-life dream world
attracted millions of visitors a year.
The minimum wage was $ .75 per hour, a
gallon of gasoline was 23 cents, and milk was
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THE FORREST M. AND PAMELA BIRD AWARD
WAS PRESENTED TO
FELIX M.MAGU IRE
ON OCTOBER 9, 2004
IN RECOGNITION FOR HIS MANY CONTRIBUTIONS
TO CIVIL AVIATION
THE CIVIL AVIATION MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
RECOGNIZED FELIX MAGUIRE FOR HIS EXCEPTIONAL
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SAFETY OF CIVIL AVIATION
BY EXERCISING CONCEPTUAL AERONAUTICAL
TECHNOLOGY BY BRINGING TOGETHER MUCH OF
THE NEW 'STAR WARS' TYPE TECHNOLOGY. HE WAS
AN INITIATOR OF THE CAPSTONE PROGRAM THAT
PROVIDED ADS/B, GPS/WAAS. MAPPING, AIR-TO-AIR
DISPLAY, WEATHER IN THE COCKPIT AND TISB,
WHICH NOW CAN ALL BE DISPLAYED ON A SMALL
SCREEN IN THE COCKPIT OF A GENERAL AVIATION
AIRCRAFT. UTILIZING THESE TECHNIQUES HE IS
WORKING WITH THE U.S. FAA AND THE RUSSIAN
SCAA TO DEVELOP AND OPEN A VFR ROUTE FOR
SMALL AIRCRAFT FROM ALASKA TO JAPAN.

E

lix Maguire was born in Drogheda, Ireland. He
narried Agnes (who came from Wexford, Ireland),
n London, England in I960. They have three
children and five grandchildren. He was drafted into the
Royal Air Force in March 1960. On graduating from the
RAF Training Academy, he was awarded both the "Cup
of Honor" as the best all-round cadet and the "Leadership
Trophy" as the best leader.
He served in Singapore, flying all over the Far East,
and in Cyprus, flying all over Africa and the Middle
East. In 1970, based in the United Kingdom, he flew
C-130K, Hercules aircraft, all over the world as a Command Pilot and Check Airman. He came to the United
States on a NATO diplomatic exchange with the
U.S.A.F. in 1974. He flew C-130 A, D (ski model), D6, and E models at Elmendorf AFB, Alaska. He was an
Instructor on the 17chTAS and Chief Pilot for the 616
Military Airlift Group at Elmendorf.

Mr. Maguire (r) is congratulated by CAAAA
President Dr. James Almond and Executive VicePresident Mr. Jim Harris.
left AT&T Alascom to set up a new flight department
for Alaska Communications Systems.
He holds an FAA Airline Transport Pilot Certificate
as well as a British Air Transport License. He takes an
active interest in the flying community in Alaska. He
was President of the Alaska Airmen's Association for
three years (1998-2000) and was re-elected President
2002. He serves as Chair of the Government and Legislative Affairs Committee. Currently, he is chairman
of the Alaskan Aviation Coordination Council. Felix
has been a regular presenter at Aviation Safety Seminars in Anchorage, Juneau, and Fairbanks.
His specialty is aviation weather and has given seminars at national conferences in Palm Springs, Wichita,
and Orlando. He was one the initiators of the Capstone
Program in Alaska that brings together many new "Star

Following his retirement from the RAF in 1977, he
flew with local airlines in Alaska (B-737 and Convair
580) and in 1980, was hired as Chief Pilot for Alascom
Inc. setting up and administering the flight department.

Wars" type technology. ADS/B, GPS/WAAS, Mapping,
Air-to-Air display, weather in the cockpit, and TISB
can all be displayed on a small screen in the cockpit of
a GA aircraft. He was chair of the 2002 and 2004 International Advanced Technology Conference, involving nine nations, held in Anchorage.

He continued in that position following the acquisition of Alascom Inc. by AT&T. In December 1999, he

Continued on page 15
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LETTER
FROM
THE

EDITOR
BY DAVID BRYMAN, D.O.

Reporting From Omaha

O

ur recent Scientific Meeting in
Omaha, Nebraska proved to be
an educational experience and
overall enjoyable time for our CAMA
members, families, and friends.
The m e e t i n g highlights included
both medical and non-medical aspects
of aviation medicine, aviation accidents, and FAA updates.
We were privileged to
get the program started
on Thursday by a present a t i o n f r o m o u r past
president, Dr. Robin
Dodge, who spoke on
how aviation medical examiners play an important role in aviation safety. He reminded us of the importance of the medical history, and
that the pilot himself is the most important spoke in the wheel of ensuring aviation safety.
Dr. Cowl shared important insights
into the medical ethics. He reminded
us that "AME integrity is the central
factor that makes the entire AME system work or fail." This discussion was
followed by an excellent review of
"Drug and Alcohol Use in the Aviation C o m m u n i t y , " by Dr. Charles
Chesanow. A c c o r d i n g to Dr.
Chesanow, nicotine is still the leader
for greatest addiction and highest overall morbidity and mortality.

We also heard from
Dr. Charles Dejohn, who
gave a presentation on
Aviation Accident Investigations. This presentation was followed by a
lunch presentation by Captain Ron
N i e l s o n , an a u t h o r and p i l o t for
America West Airlines. Ron is an avid
teacher and scholar in the area of crew
resource management. He gave a very
lively presentation on a method of
identifying human interaction between crewmembers in relation to
their personality and behavior and the
environment using the DISC model.
On Thursday afternoon, we had an excellent
lecture by Dr. I n g r i d
Zimmer-Galler on medical issues in the field of
ophthalmology. She did a
great job in reviewing the
refractive surgical options
including LASIK, PRK, LASEK, and
EPI-LASIK. She also discussed monovision refractive surgery, and reminded
the group that mono-vision contact
lenses are NOT FAA- approved.
After Ingrid's lecture, we departed for
a very i n t e r e s t i n g
visit to the Strategic
Air and Space Museum, followed by a
very delightful dinner at the Offutt
AFB.
Continued on page 4
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Editor's Column from page 3
The following day, Dr. Warren
Silberman reviewed how the AME-assisted authority for special issuance
works. There are 20 conditions that have
protocols for the AME to renew a special
issuance. However, the initial certification
still needs to be done in Oklahoma City.
Following Warren's presentation, Captain Ron Nielson
completed his second talk on Crew Resource Management. He also reviewed some aircraft crashes related to
this topic, which generated some lively discussion.
Later that m o r n i n g , we heard from Dr. John
Caldwell for a discussion on circadian dysrythmia.
Mark Burman, another captain for America West Airlines, discussed accidents in aviation related to poor
crew resource management. He did an excellent job
presenting several crashes from a pilot's point of view.
Our lunch speaker for the
day was Darrel Draper, an actor who gave us an entertaining
show on the Louis and Clark expedition. He was dressed in the
costume of the time and used
the audience as character extras.
There was no napping at this
particular presentation!
The afternoon lectures began
with a comprehensive review of spatial disorientation
by Dr. Anthony Yonkers. He did a great job reviewing
the vestibular and proprioceptive illusions associated
with flight.
Dr. R.C. Thompson was kind enough to discuss the
visual illusions in-flight, followed by Dr. Eidson's discussion on how accident investigations
are conducted by an AME. He included examples of accidents that he
has personally investigated.
Following this last lecture, the
group was off to a dinner cruise, which
proved to be very enjoyable for all
those who attended.

Our final day in Omaha was packed with information from a variety of aviation medical topics. Our first speaker was Dr.
David Millett, who talked about the
controversial Sport Pilot certificate. The
controversy about this new certification
has to do with the fact that only a state
driver's license is needed to prove medical fitness. I have a feeling we will be hearing more
about this at a later date. Dr. Millett went on to
discuss a variety of topics, including FAA air traffic
controllers, cosmic radiation, cabin air quality, and
medications. After Dr. Milieu's presentation, I was
fortunate to participate in the meeting as a speaker.
My topic was "Obesity and Aviation Medicine."
After this, we heard from Dr. Earl Beard on cardiology. Dr. Beard reviewed the process of petitioning the
FAA for special issuance. He discussed several specific
cases and reviewed some protocols.
Dr. John Hastings gave a very nice
lecture on "Personal Altitude" and did
a great job in reviewing the effects of
hypoxia.
We were very fortunate in having
Martha and John King as our lunch speakers that day.
The Kings are known for their lively and entertaining
style. As usual, they did a great job in presenting "Risk
Management for General Aviation Pilots." They put
risk in perspective in conveying to the group that general aviation is 49 times more risky than the airlines.
They gave us some interesting statistics and some excellent models for managing risk.

Cruisin' with Dr. and Mrs.
Alex Wolbrink

Continued —>

Thumbs-Up: Dr. Bryman (c)
with John and Martha King
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Editors column from page 4

WHEN THINGS Go "BUMP" IN THE FLIGHT

Following John and Martha, we
had an excellent panel discussion by
the regional flight surgeons, then a
great presentation on cardiac complications by Dr. Andrew Miller.
The last panel of
the day was t i t l e d
"Would You Fly With
This P i l o t ? " and
moderated by our
current president Dr.
Almand. This panel
generated some very interesting
cases and had some great feedback
by m a n y of our i n t e r n a t i o n a l
AMEs.
The evening and program concluded with our Honor's Night and
a talk by Felix Maguire on the Alaskan VFR route to Siberia.

The mind can produce sensations that the body can't handle; fear of flying is a
thinking problem. While a fearful flyer's best thinking got them into this mess,
thinking—alone— is unlikely to get them out of it.

The attendance, quality, and
value of this meeting were considered outstanding by many of our
members, and we look forward to
a good turnout at the AsMA meeting for CAMA Sunday in May.
Please remember to submit your
articles to me at:
flydoc85d@msn.com.
FP

BY CAPTAIN RON NIELSEN®

N

o one really knows how
many flyers have a fear of
flying. A 1981 study by
the Boeing Aircraft Company put
the number at 25 million. Recent
surveys by USA Today upped that
number to around 40% of the U.S.
population. That would equate to
over 100 m i l l i o n fearful flyers! I
know from my experience that asking any three people if they are
afraid to fly yields this result: Two
of the three report being afraid or
knowing someone else who is.
•*• Typical fears are:
# Crashing
# Falling
•fc Turbulence
•* Noises
# Losing control
For many, these fears lead to
panic attacks, feelings of helplessness, and a general feeling of "I can't
handle it!" Beneath these typical
fears is what I call Core Fears:
f t Loss of control
•*• Death, injury, or pain
•fr Rejection, ridicule, or shame
•#• Confinement
•#• A b a n d o n m e n t , i s o l a t i o n , or
loneliness
•fc Something strange or unknown
There is an acronym to describe
phobias such as the fear of flying.
It is F.E.A.R:
False
Evidence
Appearing
Real

Despite the fact that most fears
associated with flying are irrational,
what the mind can conceive, the
body can perceive, and the parasympathetic nervous system can
achieve. Simply said: The mind can
produce sensations that the body
can't handle. So, fear of flying is a
thinking problem. And, while a
fearful flyer's best thinking is what
got him/her into this mess, it's my
experience that thinking alone is
unlikely to get them out of it.
For example, the three most fearful events are takeoff, turbulence,
and an aborted landing. Deeper
investigation reveals that the fearful flyer usually has a "story" associated with these events. Fear associated with takeoff is sometimes
related to the mystery behind how
something that weighs so much can
ever leave the ground. Or sometimes it's the thought that the airplane won't make it off the ground.
These thoughts are often compounded by the sounds and sensations that accompany takeoff.
Fears associated with turbulence
often come with a story about a flying experience during which there
was a lot of really horrendous turbulence, maybe in the area around
a thunderstorm, or in clear air
where turbulence was completely
unpredictable.
An aborted landing falls into the
category of fear of s o m e t h i n g
strange or unknown. After all, most
Continued —>
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Bump in Flight from page 5
fearful flyers find comfort the closer
they get to landing. Fearful flyers
report that just when their flight
was about to land, "taking off"
again strikes fear into their hearts
as they imagine something must
have gone wrong—an example of
catastrophic thinking.
Dealing with the "stories" as well
as the visceral sensations that they
produce led me to come up with a
three-step process for overcoming
fear of flying:
v Educate y o u r s e l f : Become
knowledgeable about the fear process and all aspects of aviation.
V Distract yourself: Block those
fearful thoughts before they get a
foothold.
V Share your story: Don't keep
your fears private.
The process of educating yourself works to eliminate many of the
irrational fears that are often based
upon erroneous thoughts and information. The truth sets us free. I had
a woman in one of my classes following 9/11 whose fear was based
on her perception that during her
most recent flight, the airplane
seemed to "just keep climbing."
When 1 asked her to explain what
that meant to her, she explained
that somehow the airplane would
just keep going—to the moon! I
pointed out to her that if that were
the case, we wasted a lot of money
in the space program! I assured her
that I was not making humor at her
expense but rather pointing out the
length our minds go to support our
beliefs—irrational or not.

No matter how much educating
takes place, most fearful flyers have
such deeply ingrained thought processes that anxiety is inevitable.
That is why nearly everyone needs
to develop some sort of a distraction to divert attention from the
t h i n k i n g t h a t gets t h e m into
trouble. The type of distraction
may be focused breathing, meditation, having a mantra, conversation
with a neighbor or friend. I have
always been an audio book/tape
fan, so I recommend the use of a
headset and an audio program or
music of choice.
Finally, because fear of flying is
usually accompanied by a sense of
shame and/or embarrassment, I
wholly recommend "confession" to
clear the soul. The real purpose is
to acknowledge one's fear to give it
permission to exist while enlisting
the support of others. Our secrets
not only kill us, they separate us
from others, provide an atmosphere
that results in isolation, and often
intensify the symptoms.
All the years of working with
fearful flyers led me to the development of the Fearless FlightKit™.
It is a fully licensed product from
the Chicken Soup for the Soul family of products and consists of three
components:
D The Flight Harmonizer™ CD
D The FlightGuide
D Real Life Fearful Flyer Stories
The Flight Harmonizer™ CD is
the centerpiece and, through distraction, provides i n s t a n t relief
when used with a headset. It is a
unique combination of prose, poetry, and music developed after lis-
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tening to another similarly constructed audio program while I was
exercising and noticing that I became distracted from my erstwhile
thoughts of misery.
Anything unknown can startle
the fearful flyer no matter how benign. The FlightGuide is a booklet
designed to fit into the boarding
pass jacket and serves as a "coach"
to the fearful flyer to describe the
sights, sounds, and sensations experienced during a typical flight.
With this tool, the fearful flyer has
an easily understandable explanation about normal events of flight
that, unexplained, might otherwise
trigger anxiety in the uneducated
flyer.
Real Life Fearful Flyer Stories is a
collection of shared stories from
now fearless flyers written in the
Chicken Soup style. The goal is to
help the fearful flyer identify with
others who have gone before them
and reduce the feeling that they are
alone in their fear.
Go to www.Fearless-Flight.com
to find Chicken Soup far the Soul
Presents the Fearless Flight Kit ™, as
well as a host of other programs and
resources to overcome the fear of
flying. The Fearless FlightKit'l'M is
also available at leading bookstores
everywhere.
FP
Captain Ron Nielsen has been a pilot for 35 years and a captain for
America West Airlines for the past 17
years. He has a master's degree in professional counseling, with a Certificate of Advanced Studies in Human
Resources. In addition, he is an author, speaker, and consultant in the
area of performance management and
personal coaching in both individual
and organizational settings.
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TOMB OF THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER
The men that have fulfilled a tour of duty as guards at
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier are truly dedicated soldiers, both during their tour and during the balance of
their life. You are urged to read this story in its entirety. If
you are ever in Washington, D. C., and have not seen this
ceremony, treat yourself to a truly patriotic experience.

I

How many steps does the guard take during his walk
across the Tomb of the Unknowns and why?
Twenty-one steps. It alludes to the twenty-one gun
salute, which is the highest honor given any military
or foreign dignitary.
How long does he hesitate after his about face to
begin his return walk and why?
Twenty-one seconds for the same reason as answer
An eloquent description of these select soldiers
number 1.
that serve as Guards at the Tomb of the
Why are his gloves wet?
Unknown Soldier in Washington, D. C.
His gloves are moistened to prevent his losing his
grip on the rifle.
There are no wrinkles, folds, or lint on the uniform.
Does he carry his rifle on the same shoulder all the
Guards dress for duty in front of a full-length mirror.
time and if not, why not?
The first six months of duty, a guard cannot talk to
He carries the rifle on the shoulder away from
anyone or watch television. All off-duty
the Tomb. After his march across the
time is spent studying the 175 notable
path, he executes an about face and moves
people laid to rest in Arlington National
ETERNAL REST
the rifle to the outside shoulder.
Cemetery. A guard must memorize who
GRANT THEM O
How often are the guards changed?
they are and where they are interred.
LORO, AND LET
Among the notables are: President Taft,
Guards are changed every thirty minPERPETUAL
Joe E. Lewis (the boxer), and Medal of
utes, twenty-four hours a day, 365 days a
LIGHT SHINE
Honor winner Audie Murphy (the most
year.
UPON THEM.
decorated soldier of WWII), of HollyWhat are the physical traits of the guard
wood fame.
limited to?
Every guard spends five hours a day getting his uniFor a person to apply for guard duty at the Tomb,
forms ready for guard duty.
he must be between 5' 10" and 6' 2" tall, and his waist
In 2003, as Hurricane Isabelle was approaching
size cannot exceed 30". Other requirements of the
Washington, DC, our United States Senate and House
Guard: They must commit two years of life to guard
of Representatives took two days off in anticipation of
the Tomb, live in a barracks under the Tomb, and canthe storm. On the ABC Evening News, it was reported
not drink any alcohol on or off duty for the rest of
that because of the dangers from the hurricane, the
their lives. They cannot swear in public for the rest of
military members assigned the duty of guarding the
their lives and cannot disgrace the uniform (fighting)
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier were given permission
or the Tomb in any way. After two years, the guard is
to suspend the assignment.
given a wreath pin that is worn on their lapel signifying they served as guard of the Tomb. There are only
They respectfully declined the offer, "No way, Sir!"
400 presently worn. The guard must obey these rules
Soaked to the skin, marching in the pelting rain of a
for the rest of their lives or give up the wreath pin.
tropical storm, they said that guarding the Tomb was
not just an assignment, it was the highest honor that
The shoes are specially made with very thick soles
can be afforded to a serviceperson.
to keep the heat and cold from their feet. There are
metal heel plates that extend to the top of the shoe in
The Tomb has been patrolled continuously, 24/7,
order to make the loud click as they come to a halt.
since 1930.
FP
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Dear Jim,
I truly enjoyed the meeting in
Omaha (my first). The format is excellent. My wife could not attend
because of commitments at home,
but she looks forward to going to
Charleston next year. You are doing
a great job, which I appreciate.
Sincerely,
Bill Lowery, Jr., M.D.
Thank you for your recent inquiry
about the recent Civil Aviation Medical Association meeting in Omaha.
I think the format is very excellent.
To incorporate families is definitely
the way to go. It makes a much more
enjoyable visit by both the people that
are attending the meeting as well as
those who are accompanying them
to a new city, allowing them to explore the merits of that particular city.
I think it is a good set up. Let's keep
up the work in this regard.
Best regards,
Anthony J. Yonkers, M.D.
This is in response to your letter
seeking feedback on the meeting. I
enjoyed it greatly, being a new AME,
and gained useful knowledge, as well
as the excellent fellowship of other
pilot-physicians. My only regret is
that I came alone, as I am sure my
wife would have enjoyed the activities you provided. Coming from
neighboring Iowa, I guess I took
Omaha for granted! You can be sure
I am selling her on the idea of going
with me to Charleston next fall. The
mix of activities was most enjoyable,
don't change it.
Steve Mineart, M.D.

Thank you for your recent correspondence regarding membership
and a request for feedback regarding the latest annual meeting.
As an attendee and speaker of the
Omaha meeting, it is always a pleasure to have the opportunity to interact with the CAMA group. The
interactive programs are usually
quite informative and the "field
trips" have usually provided a
unique educational opportunity that
one might not have had by attending a scientific forum that focused
only on events that occur from a
didactic approach that confined the
attendee to the inside of a hotel ballroom or conference center.
CAMA should pride itself in its
ability to incorporate its activities
into a family setting. Membership
r e c r u i t m e n t should focus on
younger AMEs. Topics should be
based clinically but also provide
"pearls of practice," especially as it
pertains to the evaluation and treatment of pilots in everyday practice.
As always, I appreciate the opportunity to interact with the organization.
Sincerely,
Clayton T. Cowl, M.D.
Senior AME, Chief, Section of
Aviation/Aerospace Medicine
Mayo Clinic
The Omaha meeting was very
good from the aviation medical
point of view.
My wife didn't attend but may
in the future. I think the present
format is satisfactory.
Thanks,
Mike Maddalena, M.D

In my opinion, the Omaha meeting was very satisfying from a scientific content standpoint as well
as a social acquaintance- renewal
and entertainment s t a n d p o i n t .
Congratulations on another well
planned and executed meeting.
With your regard to your letter
to the attendees to the Omaha
meeting, I would like to cite the
adage, "If it ain't broke, don't fix
it". I really enjoyed [the] format of
CAMA scientific meetings that we
have followed in recent years, and
I believe it would be a mistake to
make any major changes. If you are
looking for changes that would be
apt to attract more attendees, I
think the answer lies in earlier formulation of, and widespread publication of the final program for
each meeting rather than changes
in the meeting format. Charlene
joins me in expressing this opinion.
She really appreciates the fact that
wives are included and that joint
tours are made available to all. Of
course, obtaining FAA credit for
having completed a required
AMME "refresher course" would be
a huge incentive for low-volume
AMEs to come to our meetings
from time to time.
So much for my two cents worth
on meetings. I hope to make it to
the winter Board of Trustees meeting and look forward to seeing you
there.
Sincerely,
A. Duane Catterson, M.D.

CIVIL AVIATION MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Sustaining and Corporate Members
The financial resources of individual members alone cannot sustain the Association's pursuit of its broad goals
and objectives. Its forty-six year history is documented by innumerable contributions toward aviation health and
safety that have become a daily expectation by airline passengers worldwide. Support from private and commercial sources is essential for CAMA to provide one of its most important functions: that of education. The following support CAMA through corporate and sustaining memberships:

SUSTAINING MEMBERS
James R. Almand, Jr., M.D.
R.L. Bendixen, M.D.
Forrest M. Bird, M.D., Ph.D.
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Gary E. Crump, P.A.
Robin E. Dodge, M.D.
Francis C. Hertzog, Jr., M.D.
James N. Heins, M.D.
John D. Mudrock, M.D.
Gordon L. Ritter, D.O.

Robert A. Stein, M.D.
Christian Steindl, M.D.
M. Young Stokes III, M.D.
James L. Tucker, Jr., M.D.
Albert van der Waag, Jr., M.D.
Alex M. Wolbrink, M.D.
Ingrid Zimmer-Galler, M.D.

CORPORATE MEMBERS
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Kathleen Briggs
1676 Fieldview Lane
Bethlehem, PA 18015
Banyan International Corp.
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nyan's EMK Includes:
Ampules

Airway Equipment

Benadryl 1ml 50mg/ml (2)
Epinephrine 1ml 1:1,000 Img/ml (2)

Airway, Pediatric (1)
Airway, Small Adult ( I )
Airway., Large Adult (1)

Inhalant
Manual Resuscitation

Albuterol Inhaler 17gr (1)

Oral Medications
Acetaminophen 325gr (4)
Aspirin 325gr (4)
Diphenhydramine 25mg (4)

AmbuBag(l)

Needles & Syringes

Mask, Pediatric (1)
Mask, Small Adult (1)
Mask, Large Adult (1)
CPR Mask Adapter (1)

3cc, 22 gauge x 1" (2)
3cc, 25 gauge x 5/8" (2)
18 gauge x l 1/2" (1)
20 gauge x l 1/2" (1)
22 gauge xl 1/2" (1)

Nitroglycerin l/150gr(25)
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Prefilled Syringes

Alcohol Sponges (2)
Gloves (1 pr.)
Scissors (1)
Tape(l)
Tourniquet (1)

Atropine Sulfate 5ml (2)
Dextrose 50% 50ml (1)
Epinephrine 10ml 1:10,000 (2)
Lidocaine 2% 5ml (2)

Reference Materials
AHA Algorithm Book (1)
EMK Contents Placard (2)
Seals: Red, Yellow, Green (1 ea)

Monitoring Equipment
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Blood Pressure Cuff(l)
Stethoscope (1)
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I.V. Set w/Y-site and clave (1)
Sodium Chloride, 500ml bag (1)
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Dptec® BQDD's Vision Testers
Dptec® 5DDD(P) Manual Control
Dptec® 55DD(P) Remote Control

NEW unsurpassed
Homogeneous Illumination
Target Illuminance complies
with ANSI Standard Z80.21-1992 (R1998)
Distance/Near Lens Systems
test at 32" for intermediate testing*

Instrument can be operated from
either side

Contact us about our
Trade-in program!
F.A.A. Test Package:
Slide #1

Peripheral Test Slide

Slide #2**

Distance Letter Acuity Monocular/Binocular (20/200-20/20)

Slide #3**

Pseudoisochromatic Color Perception

Slide #4**

Near Letter Acuity Monocular/Binocular (20/200-20/20)

Slide #5**

Lateral Phoria (1 Diopter Increments)

Slide #6**

Vertical Phoria (1/2 Diopter Increments)

Slide #7

Stereo Depth Perception (400-20 Seconds of Arc)

Slide #8

Fusion

Slide #9

Distance Tumbling "E" Acuity Monocular/Binocular (20/200-20/20)

Slide #10

Tumbling "E" Color Perception

Slide #11

Muscle Balance (Combination Lateral & Vertical Phoria)

Slide #12

Distance Alien Test (20/100-20/30)
* This is a requirement for all pilots over the age of 50
** These tests are requreed for F.A.A. vision exam
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1955 from page 1

92 cents per gallon. James R.
Almand, M.D., graduated from the
University of Louisville School of
Medicine in 1955.
What Else Happened in 1955?
V Physicist and humanist Albert
Einstein died at the age of 76. He
was known for his General
Theory of Relativity. His ideas
changed the world.
V We lost teen idol James Dean
in a fatal car crash. He starred in
only three films — East of Eden,
Giant, and Rebel Without a Cause.
V The hottest thing on wheels
was the '55 Chevy with its powerful V-8 engine. We didn't worry
about the cost of gasoline.
V No-iron dacron was introduced. This was the beginning of
polyester!
CAMA
Gerald S. Blackenstoe, M.D., the
first president of CAMA, was devoting much of his time and effort to
persuade members of Congress to
establish the Office of Aviation
Medicine, which would be headed by
a Civil Air Surgeon. He, along with
others, saw the result of their efforts
become law with the enactment of
the Federal Aviation Act.
Sports and Entertainment
V After losing eight times, the
Brooklyn Dodgers finally won
their first World Series.
V The Kentucky Derby was won
by "Swaps," ridden by Willie Shoemaker, and guess who was there to
see the race? James Almand.
V In boxing, the heavyweight giant Rocky Marciano KO'd Don
Cockell and Archie Moore.

v Bob Sweikert won the Indianapolis 500.
V We enjoyed songs like Unchained Melody, Hey, Mr. Banjo,
Yellow Rose of Texas and Cry Me a
River.
V The Academy Award went to
Marty for Best Picture, Ernest
Borgnine for Best Actor and Anna
Magnani for Best Actress...Marlon
Brando seemed out of his element
on the silver screen in the lavish
m u s i c a l comedy Guys and
Dolls... Director Billy Wilder emphasized assets other than Marilyn
Monroe's brains in the The Seven
Year Itch.
Some of the Important Events of
1955
v Russia tested a 1-megaton HBomb
V Lego Blocks were invented
v A d o l p h Coors experimented
w i t h a l u m i n u m beer cans
V The Civil Aviation Medical Association began its first year.
Yes, when you think about it,
t h i n g s have changed a lot in 50
years. But, after all this time there
are some things that have remained
the same.
One good thing is that the Civil
Aviation Medical Association is still
around and thriving after 50 years
of hard work and lots of dedication
by everyone involved . . . and most
importantly, caring about physician
members who helped reach this
milestone by promoting aviation
medicine and safety.
The officers and members of the
Board of Trustees join me in wishing each and everyone a wonderful
holiday season.

FP

Re: Counseling pilots about
good health practices
Dear Editor:
I read [Dr. Bryman's] article in
the June Flight Physician [Vol. 7,
No. 3, p. 14: Nutrition, Obesity,
and Aviation Medicine, Part III]
with interest. I have always felt
that while I am not functioning
as a pilot's personal physician, per
se, I am his/her personal flight
physician and feel it is my duty
to give counsel regarding good
health practices and to answer
questions to the best of my ability. Let's face it: in the case of male
pilots, most guys never see the
inside of a doctor's office unless
they are sick or are being followed
for a medical problem, so their
flight physical is the only medical encounter and opportunity to
receive information.
I routinely talk to young men
about testicular cancer/self exam,
middle-aged guys about prostate
cancer (stool occult blood is part
of the exam), and older pilots
about the importance of scheduling a colonoscopy. If a guy is
seriously overweight, I might start
out with a joke about not being
able to see his own undercarriage
then launch into a discussion
about weight loss.
Some pilots would like to
know what their PSA or lipid profile is, so I order one and encourage them to discuss the results
with their family doctor; if they
don't have one I help them get an
appointment. I tell them my mission is to keep them flying, and
proper maintenance—just like
their airplane—will help accomplish that goal.
James Edwards, M.D.,
Pilot and senior AME
LaPorte, Indiana
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NEW MEMBERS
J. Michael Adelberg, M.D.
Treasure Coast Medical Associates
1607-BNW Federal Hwy.
Stuart, FL 34994
Family Practice
AME

Anthony C. Geraci, M.D.
Occupational Medical Services
204 University Blvd.
Conway, S.C. 29526
Phone: 813-347-5752
Internal Medicine
Arthur P. Greenberg, M.D.
6628 Crestway Drive
San Antonio, TX 78239
Phone: 210-650-3288
Primary Care

Matthew Cooper, M.D.
7375 Peak Drive, Suite 110
Las Vegas, NV 89128
Phone: 702-948-8080
Cardio Surgeon Pilot

RodrickJ. Heger, D.O.
Steven's County Medical Clinic
1006 South Jackson
Hugoton, KS 67951
Family Practice
AME

Alain Desy, M.D.
800 Oak Street, Suite 3-105
Farmville, VA 75093
Phone:434-315-2998
Orthopedic Surgery Pilot
Robert C. Dinski, M.D.
Mid-Del Family Physicians
1212 South Douglas Blvd.
Midwest City, OK 73130
Phone: 405-736-6811
Family Practice Pilot

AME

AME

Charles C. Egbert, M.D.
Green Mountain Family Medicine
71 Allen Street, Suite 203
Rutland, VT 05701
Phone: 802-775-7798
Family Practice
AME
Kevin Funk, M.D.
6816 Slide Road, Suite 13
Lubbock, TX 79724
Phone: 806-687-6222
Family Practice Pilot

Matthew A. Liebentritt, D.O.
1350 Stuart Street
Longmont, CO 80501
Phone: 303-776-7300
Family Practice

AME

AME

James D. Lakin, M.D.
MAAC, 303 East Nicollet Blvd., 362
Burnsvillc, MN 55337
Phone: 952-223-3040
Allcrgy/Int. Med. Pilot
AME
AME

James McKeith, M.D.
1425 Great Heron Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95409
Phone: 307-568-4419
Emergency Med. Pilot

AME

AME

Steven G. Isaacs, M.D.
Northern Hospital of Surry County
830 Rockford Street
Mount Airy, NC 27030
Phone: 704-876-3981
Emergency Medicine Pilot
AME
Mary S. Lewis, M.D.
4003 Kresage Way, Suite 410
Louisville, KY 40207
Phone: 502-893-7462
Internal Medicine

AME

AME

Jigsha Sanghavi Amin, M.D.
Office of Christine Laramee, M.D.
400 Indian Rocks Road, North, St. B
Bellair Bluff, FL 33770
Phone: 727-698-7359
Family Practice
AME

AME

Doyle K. Lansford, M.D.
2720 East Seeton Road
Grand Prairie, TX 75054
Phone: 817-453-8023
Family Practice Pilot

Andrew H. Miller, M.D.
1604 Hospital Parkway, Suite 301
Bedford, TX 76022
Phone: 817-684-9970
Cardiologist
Pilot
AME
Joseph Pachman, M.D.
520 West Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06850
Phone: 203-852-2613
Occupational Medicine

AME

John Eric Peterson, D.O.
104 North 7 Hwy.
Blue Springs, MO 64014
Phone: 816-229-8880
Family Practice Pilot

AME

H. A. Perkins, M.D.
3750 Litchfield Street
San Antonio, TX 78230
Psychiatry

AME

Eric M. Perry, M.D.
Grants Pass Clinic
495 S.W. Ramsey Avenue
Grants Pass, OR 97527
Phone: 541-476-6644
Internal Medicine

AME

Terry Puckett, M.D.
13012 Shadwell Court
Woodbridge, VA22192
Phone: 202-762-3453
Aviation Medicine

AME

Continued

John Yozen Shih, D.O.
Suwanee Family Physicians
960 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
Suwanee, GA 30024
Phone: 770831-8191
Family Practice
Richard Slutskky, M.D.
1729 Bedford Street
Stamford, CT 06905
Phone: 203-358-0020
Internal Medicine

Kathleen G. Todd, M.D.
P.O. Box 1829
Valdez, AK 99686
Phone: 907-835-4811
Family Practice

AME

AME
Jim F. Walery, M.D.
1115 East 20th Street
Sioux Falls, SD 57105
Phone: 605-339-1783
Family Practice/Emergency Med, AME
AME

Kurt Wright, M.D.
Reichter Hewalth Building
5333 McAnley Drive, Suite 5016
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
Phone: 734-712-2841
OB/GYN
Pilot
AME
Frank D. Wright, M.D.
1310 Junction Drive, Suite B
Lake Larado, TX 78041
Phone: 956-794-8720
Family Practice
Pilot

AME

CAMA Welcomes Our New Members to the Growing Body of Aviation Medicine Advocates

ADDITIONAL SUSTAINING MEMBERS
The following members support CAMA through sustaining memberships:
A. Duane Catterson, M.D
Daniel N. Dietrich, M.D.
David R. Jones, M.D.
H. Stacey Vereen, M.D.

BIRD AWARD frompage 2
As AT&T Alascom's Chief Pilot,
Felix flew to most villages within
Alaska, as well as to the Russian Far
East and North American continent
in a Citation 560, specially certified for Alaskan gravel runways. As
Chief Pilot for ACS, he now flies a
Citation 650 in Alaska and the
North American Continent. He has
logged over 23,000 hours of which
12,500 were flown in Alaska.
Felix is involved in many aspects
of the Anchorage community. He
was President of the Anchorage
Youth Symphony for three years,
leading them on tours to England
and Scotland. He was president of
a high school PTA, soccer referee
of the year for the Boys and Girls
Club, President of the Alaska
Airmen's Association, is the Chair

of the Alaska Aviation Coordination Council and Chair of the University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA)
Aviation Industry Advisory Board.
He worked with the U.S. FAA and
the Russian SCAA to develop and
open a VFR route for small general
aviation aircraft from Nome,
Alaska, to Siberia. The route was
opened in May 2003, and it is
hoped to extend it further into the
Russian Far East to eventually link
up with a route to Japan.
Felix is also an ordained Deacon
in the Catholic Church and served
at Palmer, Wasilla, St. Benedict's,
and Holy Family Cathedral in Anchorage. This brings him into contact with many in the community
by officiating at baptisms, weddings, and funerals, as well as visiting the sick. He was director of

Religious Education and Choir
Director/Organist at Elmendorf
AFB in 1975-77. Felix has been the
Archdiocesan Producer of the
Christmas Midnight Mass live
broadcast from the Alaska Center
for the Performing Arts for the past
two years. He has been Director of
the RC1A program for 6 years, adult
educator, directed baptism, marriage, and outreach programs. He
specializes in working with engaged
couples in preparation for marriage.
He has been involved with Engaged
Encounter, a weekend retreat for
couples, since 1979. He is currently
the Director of Deacons for the
Archdiocese of Anchorage and
serves as the Deacon of St. Patrick's
Church.
F?
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DR. BERRY RECEIVES FIRST AUDIE AND BERNICE DAVIS AWARD

Dr. Berry and plaque

Dr. Davis presents the
award during ceremony

D

Dr. Berry accepts award

r. Charles A. Berry is the first recipient of

In his private practice of Aerospace Medicine, he has

the Audie and Bernice Davis Award. It was
presented to Dr. Berry for the exceptional service he has provided in contributing to aviation safety,
through the promotion of health and longevity of pilots in his care.
Dr. Berry provides counseling and guidance to pilots
for health maintenance that goes beyond the routine FAA
physical examination, recommending and educating airmen in their responsibility for health maintenance. He
works closely with airmen to assure that accurate diagnoses are made, remaining alert and vigilant for conditions that might affect the health of the aviator and provides guidance for early intervention, when needed.
Over the years, he has given willingly and unselfishly of his time to educate airman, their families, and
the public in aviation medical matters. He has truly

made significant contributions to civil aviation medicine.
He is an FAA Senior Aviation Medical Examiner (30
years) as well as an Aviation Medical Examiner for
Canada. He served as President of the Aerospace Medical Association, President of the International Academy of Aviation and Space Medicine, and currently
serves on the Board of Trustees of the Civil Aviation
Medical Association.

provided exceptional service to his airmen and the aviation industry.
The Civil Aviation Medical Association was pleased
to recognize Dr. Berry for his many contributions to the
field of aerospace medicine. Dr. Berry served as a Flight
Surgeon in the USAF, was Medical Director of the NASA
Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, Texas, and later
the Director of Life Sciences for all of NASA. He represented the United States in the mutual exchange of spaceflight data with the Soviet Union during the Cold War,
and thereby assisted in bringing about international understanding and cooperation concerning medical matters
in the space program.

HARVEY WATT & COMPANY

FP

THE AUDIE AND BERNICE DAVIS AWARD

SPONSORED BY

PRESENTED TO

CHARLES A. BERRY, M.D., MPH
OCTOBER 9, 2004
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MEMBERS 'GONE WEST'
RobertS. Poole, M.D. —
A Departed Dear Friend,
Colleague, and Aviator
Just prior to publication of this
issue of the FUghtPhysician, there
occurred a tragic loss—
• I lost a dear f r i e n d and
colleague...
• CAMA lost a past-president...
• The FAA lost an open-minded, fair, and just decisionmaker in the medical certification of civil aviators...
• The aviation community lost a visionary physician
who was a voice of calm and reason in aeromedical
policy...
• Aviation organizations lost an attentive listener...
• Pilots lost a physician who was in their corner in
their quests for medical certification.
Bob Poole passed away recently as a result of complications of a prolonged illness. For several years, Bob
quietly dealt with his illness and the complications of
its treatment, working all the while. When I last spoke
to Bob, he voiced no complaints (except for a few remarks about a certain political party). That was Bob's
manner: quiet comment with a wry humor.
I think I first met Bob in Toronto in the early 1970s at
a Flying Physicians meeting. As I recall, he was their president that year. He later served as CAMA president in
1979-80. Bob was an avid flyer in his beloved Cessna
337 Skymaster, which he hangared at Gaithersberg,
Maryland. He proudly showed me his hangar some
years ago when I parked at Gaithersberg for an FAA
meeting. Bob was an airframe and powerplant mechanic as well, and he spent many hours in that hangar
working on the Skymaster.
Bob went from private practice to a stint in New
York with American Airlines, and eventually to the
Office of Aerospace Medicine on Independence Avenue. There, he was able to hang out with his buddies
Jon Jordan, Fred Tilton, Bart Pakull, Chuck Ruehle,
and others who joined the office.
Continued —>

George Y. Takahashi, M.D,

1936-2004
Physician, Pilot, Aviation
Medicine Specialist, Friend
to Many
After a lengthy illness, which he
bore with great courage, Dr. George
Yoshikazu Takahashi passed to the Great Beyond on
the 5 th September 2004 at the relatively young age of
68. I met George when he came to Ottawa in 1 983 as
the new Director of Civil Aviation Medicine. His reputation preceded him. He was a no-nonsense person who
did not let anything slip by him. During the 12 years
that I worked with him and after his retirement I came
to know him as a mentor, friend, counselor and multitalented individual, whom I respected highly. At work
he did everything possible to be fair. Like a good pilot
he was "gentle but firm" on the controls. He made
friends easily, but at the same time it took a long while
before he allowed people to really get close to him.
Once he accepted you in his inner circle you were his
friend for life. George was a dedicated family man. His
wife Ehna and daughter Melanie meant everything to
him. Melanie successfully defended her Ph.D. thesis
in Anthropology three days after he left us. He knew
that this was coming up and we know he was assured
of her success.
So what was George's career? What did he do?
He was born in Cumberland, British Columbia,
Canada, went to Public School in Alberta and Ontario
and attended Secondary School at Jarvis Collegiate Institute, Toronto. He then attended the University of Toronto,
where after being successful in a very competitive premed course he attended Medical School graduation M.D.
in 1962. He then did a Junior rotation internship at St.
Michaels Hospital for one year, and then went in to Family practice in Toronto. This practice included Obstetrics
and he was quite successful.
George obtained a private pilot's license in 1976 and
because of his broad interest in aviation became a fullContinued —>

DR. POOLE (continued)

Bob worked hard in his office. If there is one trait
that would characterize Bob, it was his earnest desire
to apply reasonableness to medical certification standards. He embraced new technology and monitoring
advances in medicine, and he sought to apply them to
medical standards. He listened attentively and with an
open mind to pilots and pilot organizations dealing
with certification problems and policies. Bob and I
worked together on certification policy regarding traumatic brain injury, and his judgment was always sound.
We have all lost something in losing Bob. Godspeed and farewell, my friend. We will miss you.
We will miss you.
—Jack Hastings

DR. TAKAHASHI (continued)

time Aviation Medical Officer in Toronto with Civil
Aviation Medicine, Health and Welfare Canada. This
led to him later becoming the Regional Aviation Medical Officer and then Director of Civil Aviation Medicine. He attended many postgraduate courses and obtained the Diploma in Aviation Medicine from the
Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of London
U.K., Faculty of Occupational Medicine. George also
gave many lectures in Aviation Medicine for which he
was quite famous. He exhibited a good wit, had an
excellent sense of humor, and could always bring a smile
to the faces of the audience, even when presenting the
most serious topic. He was in his element at question
time as he could think really fast on his feet, did his
homework, and could never be caught unawares.
Managing a department with 16 doctors initially,
across the length and breadth of Canada, many of
whom had their own ideas, was not an easy task. If you
combine this with a staff of Federal Civil Servants who
are unionized, you'll understand what the job is all
about. Complaints would go to the minister of Health
and be sent down to the Department for clarification,
I do not know of one case during George's tenure when
a complainant won a case of wrongdoing. He had a
special interest and knowledge in jurisprudence, the

legal side of things; He used this with great effect, and
kept himself and all of us out of trouble. There was a
particular individual who made a career out of attacking the Department and our policies in the media especially regarding fitness of pilots to fly. Under George's
guidance, he was never successful in getting the better
of the Department. He also had extensive knowledge
and interest in Medical Politics. He had learned the
art of negotiation. Dr. Takahashi traveled extensively
throughout the world and made his mark wherever he
went.
His hobbies were: Acupuncture, Calligraphy, Flying, Photography, Woodwork, Writing, and Public
speaking. George led a full life. One of the things that
I admired George greatly for was obtaining his Masters Degree in Occupational Health from McGill University in 1999. This involved lots of hard study and
traveling between Ottawa and Montreal over a 3-year
period. He did this at an age when most people are
happy to spend their time sitting and cocking up their
feet. I know of no other retiree who has done this.
The International Academy of Aviation and Space
Medicine is an august organization whose membership
is limited to 250 worldwide. George was SecretaryGeneral of this Organization for some years until
shortly before his passing.
He knew his illness, and if I know George as I did,
he read everything possible about it. He knew his prognosis. I was privileged to spend a few hours with him
at the hospital in the presence of his wife, Elina, a few
days before he died. We reminisced and laughed at old
times. He was a gutsy as ever. When we shook hands
on my departure, we both knew that it would be for
the last time. The parting was pleasant and he smiled
as usual — never a complaint or regret.
So what can I say about George that's appropriate?
It is written I Ecclesiastes 3:2.8: "To everything there
is a season....A time to be born and a time to die."
George, You have fought the good fight.
You have finished the course.
You have kept the Faith.
Rest now, brother.
—Steve Blizzard, M.D., D.AvMed.

On The Horizon
AEROSPACE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL MEETING SCHEDULE
May 8- 12,2005.

Kansas City, Missouri

CIVIL AVIATION MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL MEETING SCHEDULE
October 5-9 , 2005

October 4 - 8, 2006
October 10- 14,2007.

FAA AVIATION MEDICAL EXAMINER
SEMINAR SCHEDULE

Charleston, South
Carolina
Renaissance Charleston
Hotel Historic District
Ottawa, Canada
Ottawa Marriott Hotel
_San Diego, California
The San Diego Marriott
Mission Valley

CAMA PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

1. To understand and apply the changes in aviation medicine to the individual's private practice.
2. To assess specific clinical conditions/ disciplines
with respect to aviation medicine.
3. To correctly utilize the Federal Aviation medical standards with the specific conditions
discussed.
4. To comprehend the FAA medical program
initiatives.
5. To understand and be able to work with the
aeromedical certification system.
6. To comprehend the legal aspects of being an
AME today.

2005
January 21-23

Irvine, Calif.
Neuro/Psychol/Phy

February 25-27

Austin, Texas
Cardiology

March 14-18

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Basic

May 9-12.

Kansas City, Mo. (AsMA)
Ophth/Otolaryn/Endocrin

June 13-17.

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Basic

July 15-17.

Bellevue, Wash.
Neuro/Psychol/Phy

August 5-7.

Boston, Mass.
Cardiology

September 12-16

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Basic

November 18-20

Savannah, Ga.
Aviation Physiology/HF

December 5-9

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Basic

For information, call your regional flight surgeon. To
sign up for a seminar, call the FAA Civil Aerospace
Medical Institute's AME Programs Office:
(405) 954-4830.

Visit CAMA's Web Site
www. civilavmed. com

